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Schematic chart of ideological  
and design changes  
from the 60s to the present 
 
by Massimo Vignelli

We can say today that all experiences 
of the past are available for use, since 
everything is reinterpreted according 
to our contemporary sensibility.
The advent of the computer in the last twenty 
years has brought about profound changes 
and provided a wider spectrum of possibilities 
never experienced before.  
Today just about everything is possible: it is up 
to the designer to choose what is appropriate or 
to choose a particular discipline. If in the past 
there were specific trends, today everything 
is available and made possible by the new 
technologies. What before was just a fantasy 
today could be a reality, from the worst to the 
sublime. In this new climate the responsibility 
of the designer has increased manyfold, toward 
the client, toward the user, toward society 
at large. Since everything can be done, it is 
important to set up some personal boundaries 
to contain a sense of decency, perhaps more 
than before, when operating within a set 
of rules helped to structure the actions.
Many contrasting issues of the past have 
found the possibility of coexistence, playing 
together in the same artifact. For example: 
identity & diversity, loose & tight, less & 
more, absolute & relative, and so on.
We live in a very interesting time, a time 
of profound changes brought about by 
technologies which are affecting our way of 
thinking, communicating and behaving.
A great time for the young generation, 
who seem to be so much better 
than the previous ones…
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1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 

Discipline Appropriateness Ambiguity Ad hoc-ism Restraint

Idealism Pluralism Semiotics Deconstructivism  Minimalism as style

Objectivity Aspecificity Subjectivity Complacency Responsibility

Simplicity Complex simplicity Complexity Fragmentation Consistency

Structure Program Meaning Randomness Logic

Absolute Consistent Relative Ephemeral Timeless

Geometry Articulate geometry Contradicting geometry Chaos theory Order

One stylistic code Contrasting stylistic codes Double-stylistic codes Visual noise Codes

Form follows function Form and function Semiotic form Function follows form Alternative forms

No symbolism Controlled symbolism Expressive symbolism Legitimization of the absurd Return to sanity

No humor Surprise as humor Contradiction as humor Provocation as food for the media Humor as seriousness

Anti-metaphor Towards metaphors Metaphors Arbitrariness Search for clarity

Anti-ornament Structure as ornament Ornament Shock value as ornament Contempt for shock values

Orthodox grid Loose grid Complex grid No grid Grids are back

One typeface (Helvetica) Few typefaces Variety of typefaces Any typeface Few typefaces

One type size Few type sizes Hierarchy concept Any size Limited type sizes

Primary colors, black, and red Rainbow Muted colors Any color Lots of white and black

High gloss Soft Contrasting textures Any texture Gloss & matte

Asymmetry Dynamic symmetry Symmetry plus asymmetry No symmetry Symmetry & asymmetry

Sameness Identity Diversity Change for the sake of change Identity & diversity

Rigid systems Modular systems Accidental systems No systems Modular systems

Less is more Less is a bore The more the better Less is less, more is more Less & more    


